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Abstract

ing. Their high computational demand is not generally seen as
a bottleneck as computing resource could always be sorted out
for off-line and one-off training.
Though high computation demand could be resolved easily for off-line hyper-parameter training, run-time resource requirement remains an issue, for instance, on handheld devices
[16, 17], or in face of a large volume of concurrent requests,
e.g., in large-scale cloud based services [18]. To answer this
challenge, approximate inference has been proposed for rapid ivector extraction [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. In [24], we proposed a
fast computation method for i-vector extraction and showed its
effectively on long utterances with typical duration of two and
half minutes. In a recent study, we found an inadequacy of the
uniform assumption proposed in [24] for the case of short duration utterances. In particular, our study shows that eigenvalues
of the total variability matrix play an important role when extracting i-vector from short utterances. Based on this analysis,
we propose a simple gain compensation method to mitigate the
negative effects of the uniform assumption while preserving the
fast computation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
fundamentals of i-vector PLDA paradigm. We touch upon
those points that are required in subsequent sections. Section 3
presents the idea of orthogonal variability matrix, which is then
used in Section 4 to derive the fast inference and gain compensation methods proposed in this paper. Section 5 presents the
experiment results on SRE’10. Section 6 concludes the paper.

I-vector is widely described as a compact and effective representation of speech utterances for speaker recognition. Standard i-vector extraction could be an expensive task for applications where computing resource is limited, for instance, on
handheld devices. Fast approximate inference of i-vector aims
to reduce the computational cost required in i-vector extraction
where run-time requirement is critical. Most fast approaches
hinge on certain assumptions to approximate the i-vector inference formulae with little loss of accuracy. In this paper, we analyze the uniform assumption that we had proposed earlier. We
show that the assumption generally hold for long utterances but
inadequate for utterances of short duration. We then propose to
compensate for the negative effects by applying a simple gain
factor on the i-vectors estimated from short utterances. The
assertion is conﬁrmed through analysis and experiments conducted on NIST SRE’08 and SRE’10 datasets.
Index Terms: speaker recognition, factor analysis

1. Introduction
Automatic speaker recognition refers to the use of computing
algorithm to recognize a person from spoken utterances. It has
enjoyed signiﬁcant progress in the past decades [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
For the most part, speaker recognition is about the extraction
and modeling of speaker characteristics underlying the spoken words. In the classical Gaussian mixture model–Universal
background model (GMM–UBM) framework [7], the vocal patterns are characterized with multivariate probability densities,
i.e., the GMMs, in the acoustic-spectral vector space. Many approaches based on the GMM-UBM framework have then been
proposed. It was shown through the use of joint factor analysis
[8], and more recently the i-vector [9], mismatch between enrollment and test utterances could be compensated by conﬁning
the variabilities within lower dimensional subspace in the parameter space of the GMM. We focus on the use of i-vector for
text-independent speaker recognition in this paper.
An i-vector is a compressed representation of speaker characteristics rendered in a speech utterance, which includes as
well session variabilities originated from its phonetic content
and other extrinsic factors like channel, recording device, and
acoustic environment [9]. Probabilistic linear discriminant analysis [10], or PLDA, is commonly used as a session compensation and scoring back-end for i-vectors [11, 12]. Figure 1 shows
a pictorial depiction of the processing pipeline in the state-ofthe-art i-vector PLDA system. The process begins with sufﬁcient statistics extraction, the central component of which is the
UBM. The UBM could be trained in a unsupervised manner
[7] or trained to predict senone posterior via supervised training
[13, 14, 15]. The training of UBM is usually performed offline, similarly for the total variability and PLDA model train-
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2. The i-vector PLDA pipeline
We summarize below the key features in the state-of-the-art
i-vector PLDA processing pipeline from i-vector extraction to
session compensation and scoring with PLDA.
2.1. I-vector extraction
Let O = {o1 , o2 , · · · , on } denotes the feature vector sequence
extracted from a speech utterance with n number of frames. An
i-vector φr representing the observed sequence Or is given by

−1
· TT Σ−1 (Fr − Nr M) (1)
φr = I + TT Σ−1 Nr T
where T is referred to as the total variability matrix. Apart from
T, an i-vector extractor consists as well the parameters M and
Σ copied from the UBM. Let M be the size of the i-vector φr
and F be the dimensionality of the acoustic feature vector, we
see that T is a CF × M rectangular matrix, M is a CF × 1
supervector obtained by concatenating the mean vectors Mc of
the UBM. The CF × CF supervector-size matrix Σ is constructed by having its diagonal blocks made up by covariance
matrices Σc of the UBM.
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Figure 1: Key features and the processing pipeline in a i-vector PLDA setup for a typical speaker recognition task.

Two other quantities required in (1) are the zero and ﬁrst
order Baum-Welch statistics, Nr and Fr , computed for a given
utterance r. In particular, the CF × 1 vector Fr is obtained by
stacking the ﬁrst-order statistics from all C components:

γt (c)ot
(2)
F(c) =

simpliﬁed PLDA [29]. Given a test i-vector, it could be scored
against an enrollment i-vector with repeated uses of (6). See
[30] for details on the score computation and [10, 29] for iterative training mechanism with expectation-maximization (EM).

In a similar manner, Nr is a CF × CF diagonal matrix, consisting of diagonal blocks of n(c)IF ×F , where

n(c) =
γt (c)
(3)

 a tall rectangular matrix, we consider the following
Given T
transformation
−1/2

=U
(7)
TQΛ

3. Orthogonal variability space

t

such that the columns of the matrix U are orthonormal (i.e.,
orthogonal and all of unit length) and span the same subspace as
 This
the column space of the original total variability matrix T.
is achieved by having Q and Λ be the matrices of eigenvectors
and eigenvalues, respectively, from Eigen decomposition of the
following
 TT
 = QΛQT
T
(8)

t

is the soft count of frames aligned to the c-th Gaussian by summing the occupation probability γt (c) over the entire sequence.
The frame alignment could be computed using a GMM trained
in an unsupervised manner [7] or a DNN trained to model
senones via supervised training [13, 14, 15].
In state-of-the-art implementations [19, 25, 26], as shown
in Figure 1, it is common to whiten the ﬁrst-order statistics in
(2) by subjecting them to the following transformation
 r = Σ−1/2 (Fr − Nr M)
F

We could preserve the eigenvalues by moving the diagonal matrix Λ−1/2 to the right-hand-side of (7). The resulting matrix
 = UΛ1/2
TQ

(4)

(9)

where Σ−1/2 is obtained by decomposing Σ, for instance, with
Cholesky or eigenvalue decompositions and taking the inverse.
Transforming Baum-Welch statistics in this manner has similar
 = Σ−1/2 T. I-vector
effects on the loading matrix such that T
computation in (1) could then be expressed in term of the normalized statistics and parameters, as follows

−1
 TN
 TF
 rT

r
·T
(5)
φr = I + T

consists of orthogonal basis with their length correspond to the
square-root of the eigenvalues. The matrix Q merely imposes a
rotation on the total variability matrix.
Next, we move the matrix Q to the right-hand-side of (9)
by post-multiplying both sides of the equations with Q−1 . Substituting the result into (5), after some algebraic manipulations,
we arrive at the following expression for i-vector extraction:
−1

r U
r
φ r = Q · D 0 D1 + UT N
UT F
(10)

The normalized form in (5) produces the same i-vector as the
basic form in (1). We use (5) in the following sections.

where D0 = Λ−1/2 and D1 = Λ−1 . To arrive at (10) we have
used the properties that Q−1 = QT and QQT = QT Q = I
since Q is a square orthogonal matrix.
Comparing the i-vector extraction equation in (10) to that
in (5), we see that the total variability matrix has been decomposed into components matrices consisting of the orthogonal
subspace U, the rotation matrix Q and the diagonal matrix Λ
of eigenvalues. In [24], our approach to subspace orthonomalization was based on the use of non-standard Gaussian prior. In
this paper, we achieve similar goal using a different approach
by factoring the total variability matrix into component matrices. In particular, current formulation allows us to look into the
role of eigenvalues in relation to the duration as encoded in the
zero-order statistics of the input utterances.

2.2. Probabilistic linear discriminant analysis
Probabilistic linear discriminant analysis [10, 11, 12], or PLDA,
is a latent variable model formulated in a much similar fashion
as the classical factor analysis [27]. In its marginalized form,
PLDA is essentially a Gaussian distribution:


(6)
p (φr ) = N φr |μ, VVT + GGT + Ψ
where the vector μ represents the global mean of all i-vectors.
With such Gaussian assumption, whitening followed by unitlength normalization are usually performed on i-vector prior to
PLDA modeling. The procedure was dubbed as length normalization in [28]. At the core of PLDA is the loading matrices
V and G, the column spaces of which model the speaker and
session variabilities, while Ψ is a diagonal matrix of residual
covariance. In some implementations, the channel and residual
covariance matrices are merged into single term leading to the

4. Approximate i-vector extraction
4.1. Fast approximate inference
The major source of computational load in estimating an ivector using either (5) or (10) is the computation of the M × M
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Expected error, E(l)

matrix inverse in the equation. We introduce below two approximations to speed up the computation.
i. Uniform regularization: We assume that D1 = κI in
(10) such that regularization is applied uniformly across
 r U with an
the diagonal elements of the matrix UT N
average regularization factor
1 M −1
κ=
λl
(11)
l=1
M
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Figure 2: Expected error estimated for (a) short utterances (upper panel) and (b) long utterance (lower panel).

(12)

where n(c) are the occupancy counts deﬁned in (3) and
κ is a positive scalar. In the current paper, the value of κ
is given by (11) since the uniform regularization assumption is applied ﬁrst. We then assume a uniform scaling
factor α  αc , for 0 ≤ α < 1, such that α is applied
uniformly across all C Gaussians of the total variability
model.

4.2. Gain compensation for short duration
Given a ﬁxed total variability matrix, the uniform regularization assumption holds better for longer utterances given that the
 r has comparatively larger value on its diagonal. Simmatrix N
ilar argument is also true for the uniform scaling assumption
whereby αc in (12) approaches unity for larger value of n(c)
given by longer utterances.
To study the artifacts resulting from short-duration utterances, we deﬁne in the following two error measures between
the actual i-vector φr and its fast approximation φ̂r :

To derive the fast estimation method, we start from (10)
by invoking the uniform regularization assumption with D1 =
κI. For κ a scalar, it can be shown that the following matrix
inversion [31] holds:

−1
 r UUT
 r U)−1 UT = UT κI + N
(κI + UT N
(13)

i. Expected error:

E(l) = E |φr (l)| − |φ̂r (l)|

Next, we deﬁne

−1
 r UUT
K = κI + N

−1

1

ii. Uniform scaling: Let
n(c)
α
κ + n(c)

0
−0.5

I-vector dimenion, l

where λl are the eigenvalues in Λ.

αc =

0.5

(19)

ii. Gain factor (or ratio):

(14)

and let Ū be a CF × (CF − M ) rectangular matrix with all its
columns orthogonal to the column space of U such that U ⊥ Ū
and therefore
(15)
UUT = I − ŪŪT

Using (15) in (14), and let A = (κI + Nr ), we show that

g(l) =

E {|φr (l)|}

E |φ̂r (l)|

(20)

Here, E(.) denotes the expectation with respect to the session
index r. More speciﬁcally, the expected value is computed by
taking the ensemble average across large number of sessions for
individual dimensions l of the i-vectors, where l = 1, 2, ..., M .
Figure 2 shows the expected error curves evaluated for the
case of short and long utterances in the upper and lower panels, respectively. I-vectors were estimated from short and long
utterances with net speech duration of approximately 10 seconds (short) and 2.5 minutes (long) drawn from NIST SRE’08
dataset. For each utterance, two i-vectors were computed. One
with exact inference using (10) and the other with approximate
inference using (18), both taken as parallel inputs to the error
measures. It is worth mentioning that we pre-multiply the ivectors φr with QT . This decorrelate the i-vector as we have
done in (18). Ideally, the expected error would tend to be zero
for φ̂r a close approximate of φr . This is generally true for long
long segments as shown in the lower panel of Figure 2.
To tell apart the errors introduced by the two assumptions,
we show the error measures for the cases when (i) uniform regularization only and (ii) uniform regularization + scaling were
applied. Also shown in the plots are the linear ﬁts overlay-ed on
top of the error curves. In the upper panel of Figure 3, the gain
factor curve crosses the point where g(l0 ) = 1 at l0 ≈ 202 for
the current case when only uniform regularization assumption
was applied. As we replaced the regularization matrix Λ with a
constant regularization κI, the front elements of of the i-vectors,
for l < l0 , are under-regularized while elements at the back,


−1
 r · ŪŪT I − A−1 N
 r ŪŪT
K = A−1 + A−1 N
A−1
(16)
Combining (13), (14), (16), and substituting the result back into
(10), we obtain

−1
r
r
(17)
φr ≈ Q · D0 UT κI + N
F

To arrive at the above, we have invoked the uniform scaling
assumption to eliminate the second term on the right-hand-side
of (16) which is orthogonal to U. Next, we pre-multiply both
sides of (17) with QT such that

−1
r
r
(18)
φ̂r = D0 UT κI + N
F
The resulting i-vector φ̂r contains features which are less correlated.
The run-time computational cost of i-vector extraction in
(5) is dominated by matrix inversion. One common practice is
to pre-compute and store sub-matrices
 that involve [19]. The

total computational cost becomes O M 3 + CF M + CM 2 .
With the proposed fast estimation in (18), the computation cost
is greatly reduced to O (CF M ). Compared to [24], our current result in (18) contains an additional regularization factor κ
which is absent in our previous formulation.
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Table 1: Performance comparison under CC’5 of extended core task and 10sec-10sec task of NIST SRE’10 dataset.
CC’5
EER(%) DCF10
2.91
0.448
2.79
0.476
2.94
0.504
2.87
0.481
2.97
0.504

Exact
Ureg
Ureg + Uscale
Ureg + G
Ureg + Uscale + G

CC’6
EER(%) DCF10
5.21
0.837
5.13
0.830
5.81
0.887
5.19
0.839
5.88
0.891

Gain factor, g(l)
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Figure 3: Gain factor estimated for (a) short utterances (upper
panel) and (b) long utterance (lower panel).
where l > l0 , are over-regularization. As a result, the gain factor curve exhibits a positive slope. Now, if we introduce further
the uniform scaling assumption, we observed a positive offset,
which signiﬁes the error being uniformly distributed across entire i-vector. For long utterances, we see that the gain factor is
close to unity, where g(l) ≈ 1 for l = 1, 2, .., M , which signiﬁes that the both uniform regularization and scaling assumptions would hold better in this case.
Empirical analysis above shows that the proposed approximate inference results in i-vectors with amplitude deviated from
exact inference, especially for the case of short utterances. We
propose a simple compensation using the gain factor, as follows:
φ̂r ←− Gφ̂r

10sec-10sec
EER (%) DCF08
14.52
0.676
18.62
0.824
19.35
0.850
14.08
0.688
13.97
0.695

Delta and delta-delta features were appended giving rise to 57dimensional feature vector. We used gender-dependent UBM
consisting of 512 mixtures with full covariance matrices. The
 was trained using Switchboard, NIST
total variability matrix T
 was
SREs 04, 05, and 06 datasets. The rank M of the matrix T
set 400. Length normalization [28] was applied prior to PLDA
as described in Section 2.2. The PLDA was trained to have 200
speaker factors with a full residual covariance for channel modeling. We trained one PLDA using i-vectors extracted with exact inference and used for all experiments whereby enrollment
and test i-vectors were extracted with either exact or approximate inference methods (see Fig. 1). As in Section 4.2, we
pre-multiply the exact i-vector φr of (10) with QT so that it is
consistent with the approximation in (18).
Table 1 shows the speaker veriﬁcation performance for
enrollment and test i-vectors extracted using exact inference
(Exact), approximate inference with uniform regularization
only (Ureg) and uniform regularization + scaling (Ureg + Uscale). For CC’5, where long segments were used for enrollment and test, approximate inference causes slight degradation
when both uniform assumptions were applied. This amounts
to 1.03% and 4.1% in EER and MinDCF, respectively. From
the results on CCs 5, 6, and 8, it is interesting to note that the
uniform regularization assumption alone does not affect much
the speaker veriﬁcation performance for long segments. This
is however not the case for short utterances, which can be seen
from the results in 10sec–10sec task. We observed 28% and
22% degradation on EER and MinDCF with uniform regularization assumption alone (Ureg), while 33% and 26% with both
uniform regularization and scaling assumptions applied (Ureg
+ Uscale). This negative effects could be compensated with
the used of gain factor as shown in the last two rows of the table. For 10sec–10sec, we obtained a signiﬁcant improvement
of 28% on EER and 18% on MinDCF when gain compensation
is applied on top of the approximated i-vector. Notice that gain
compensation is not required for long utterances though we do
not observe much differences with and without such compensation applied.

2

0

CC’8
EER(%) DCF10
2.71
0.495
2.63
0.484
2.75
0.536
2.68
0.492
2.71
0.534

(21)

where G is a diagonal matrix with G(l, l) = g(l) for l =
1, 2, .., M . As before, the gain factors are determined empirically from data. In this paper, we estimated the gain factors
from SRE’08 dataset and validate the results on SRE’10 test
set. The speaker sets in these dataset are disjoint. Using (21) together with (18), we pre-compute and store the term GD0 UT
to speed up computation.

5. Experiments

6. Conclusions

Experiments were conducted on NIST SRE’10 dataset [32].
The recognition accuracy is given in terms of equal error rate
(EER) and minimum decision cost function (min DCF). We report results on 10sec task and three common conditions (CCs)
deﬁned for the extended core task of SRE’10 – CC5, CC6 and
CC8 corresponding to normal, high and low vocal efforts in test
and normal vocal effort in enrollment. We emphasize on the
effects and compensation of short duration in the current paper. We refer interested reader to our previous report [24] for
a comparison of the proposed method to various fast i-vector
extraction techniques.
The acoustic features used in the experiments consist of
19-dimensional mel frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCC).

We showed analytically and empirically that the eigenvalues
of the total variability matrix play an important role when extracting i-vector from short utterances while less important for
long utterances. The uniform regularization assumption speeds
up the computation signiﬁcantly but inadvertently removes the
eigenvalues. This results in i-vector with modiﬁed amplitude
compared to the exact inference, especially for the case of short
utterances. We showed that the amplitude differences could be
compensated with a simple gain factor estimated empirical from
data. To this end, we estimated the gain factor on SRE’08 and
observed that it generalizes to SRE’10 test set. We obtained a
signiﬁcant improvement of 28% on EER when gain compensation is applied on top of the approximated i-vector.
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